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This paper describes the intelligent Automated
Guided Vehicle (AGV) control system using Fuzzy
Rule Interpolation (FRI) method. The AGV used in
this paper is a virtual vehicle simulated using com-
puter. The purpose of the control system is to control
the simulated AGV by moving along the given path
towards a goal. Some obstacles can be placed on or
near the path to increase the difﬁculties of the control
system. The intelligent AGV should follow the path
by avoiding these obstacles. This system consists of
two fuzzy controllers. One is the original FRI con-
troller that mainly controls the forward movement of
the AGV. Another one is the proposed reverse move-
ment controller that deals with the critical situation.
When the original FRI controller faces the critical sit-
uation, ourproposedreversecontroller willcontrolthe
AGV to reverse and move forward towards the goal.
Our proposed reversecontrollerutilizes the advantage
of FRI method. In our system, we also develop a novel
switching system to switch from original to the devel-
oped reverse controller.
Keywords: fuzzy rule interpolation (FRI), automated
guided vehicle (AGV), obstacle avoidance
1. Introduction
Fuzzy logic is an intelligent method that can handle
complex problem with uncertainties [1]. In some control
systems, the controller sometimes faces with unexpected
situations due to the complexity of the problem. Under
some unexpected situations, the modiﬁcation of the con-
troller is necessary to handle those situations. However
adding new fuzzy rules may increase the complexity of
the rule base and thus increase the computational time.
In order to address the issue of the complexity, there is
an attempt to use techniquesthat use small number of sig-
niﬁcant rules. One of them is the use of sparse rule base.
In ordinal fuzzy controller [2], if the rule base is sparse
(not complete), there could be an observation,which does
not ﬁnd any fuzzy rule to ﬁre. In this case, Fuzzy Rule
Interpolation (FRI) is necessary to be used [3–5]. When
using FRI, it is not necessary to cover the entire universe
ofdiscourseoftheantecedentpartsofthefuzzyrules. FRI
can provide reasonable conclusions even though none of
the existing fuzzy rule ﬁres for the current observation.
However, depending on the neighbourhood fuzzy mem-
berships, FRI method may face unexpected situation in
which large rule modiﬁcation may be required. In view of
this problem, other control module that can complement
FRI can be used to solve the new problem. In this paper,
we presented a hybrid system which consists of FRI con-
troller and the classical fuzzy controller used to deal with
the unexpected situations.
To illustrate the methodproposedin this paper,the con-
troller designed is used to control an Automated Guided
Vehicle (AGV) [6]. The AGV used in this paper is a
virtual vehicle, for example a car that is simulated using
computer. The purpose of the control system is to control
the simulated AGV moving along a given guided path to-
wards the goal known as docking station. Some obstacles
can be placed on or near the path to increase the difﬁcul-
ties of the control system.
The intelligent AGV should trace the guided path by
avoiding these obstacles. In order to control the AGV,
fuzzy reasoning and automata with FRI technique have
been used [7]. Although the original fuzzy controller is
sufﬁcient to control AGV in most foreseeable situations,
sometime the AGV will collide with the obstacles and get
stuck in some unexpected situations. To handle such un-
expected situations, it is essential to introduce the reverse
strategy to the control system.
For comparison purposes,we used three different intel-
ligent AGV controllers. For the ﬁrst controller (i.e., Con-
trollerA),itis theoriginalimplementationofthe AGVus-
ing FRI (Fuzzy Rule Interpolation) method [7]. However
in the original AGV control system, they only use for-
ward controlledstrategyto avoid the obstacles. In the sec-
ond controller (i.e., Controller B), we connect the reverse
strategy module to Controller A. However Controller B is
not sufﬁcient to arrive at the docking station (goal). In the
third controller (i.e., Controller C), we call the hybrid in-
telligent controller in which the reverse strategy module
can adjust the original FRI rules to arrive at the docking
station.
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Fig. 1. Structure of AGV.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 takes a
look at the automated guided vehicle. Section 3 gives the
concepts behind the obstacles avoidance of the simulated
AGV. In Section 4, the details of original implementa-
tion of obstacle avoidance by forward movement are dis-
cussed. Section 5 describes reverse strategy to solve crit-
ical situation. Section 6 presents the test results of the
propose obstacle avoidance. Finally, Section 7 provides
some discussions and conclusions.
2. Automated Guided Vehicle
2.1. Overview of Automated Guided Vehicle
An AGV as shown in Fig. 1 is an intelligent driver-less
machine which is capable of determiningits motion status
according to the environmental condition. It is equipped
with anon-boardcontrollerwhichenablesit to processin-
formation obtained from the sensors that are attached on
the vehicle. In this paper, the AGV has two ﬁxed direc-
tional wheels and four free directional wheels as shown
in Fig. 1. The AGV can move and turn by controlling the
contour speed VL and VR of two ﬁxed directional wheels.
In the casesVL =VR,VL >VR andVL <VR, the AGV goes
straight, turns right and turns left, respectively [8].
2.2. Guide Path Tracking Sensor
The guide path is usually a painted marking or a pas-
sive or active wire (guide wire) glued onto or built into
the ﬂoor. The main goal of the AGV is to follow the
marking of the guide path. The guiding system senses
the position of the guide path by special sensors (guide
zone) tuned for the given guide path. The guide zone is a
section of the AGV as shown in Fig. 1. The distance eV
Fig. 2. Obstacle sensor.
between the guide path and the guide point is calculated.
The distance δ between the guide path and the driving
centre (called path tracking error) is calculated from the
previous eV0 and the current value eV and from the move
of the AGV [6].
2.3. Obstacle Sensor
There are three ultrasonic distance sensors on the front
of the AGV, one in the middle (UM) and one-one on both
sides (UL,UR)a ss h o w ni nFig. 2. The distances between
each sensor and obstacle are given as RM, RL and RR,r e -
spectively [9].
3. Information for Path Tracking and Collision
Avoidance
The main goal of the steering control is path tracking
(to follow a guide path). To make the example task more
complex, we added a second goal as restricted (limited)
collision avoidance. The restricted collision avoidance
means “avoiding obstacles without risking the chance of
losing the guide path.”
3.1. Information for Path Tracking
The base idea of the path tracking is very simple: keep
the drivingcentreK of the AGV asclose as possibleto the
guide path, and then if the driving centre is close enough
to the guide path, simply turn the AGV into the direction
of docking station.
Theabovesimplestrategyneedsonlytwoobservations:
δ path tracking error, and eV the distance between the
guide path and the guide point. Using the guide zone we
can determine eV, but we have no information on the path
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tracking error δ. Therefore estimated momentary path
tracking error δ is calculated from the previous (eV0)a n d
the current value (eV) and from the move of the AGV [6].
3.2. Information for Collision Avoidance
In order to deﬁne the collision avoidance, we have to
study the different types of possible collision situations.
There are two different collision situations, the frontal
and the side collision. It is sufﬁcient to have three ultra-
sonic distance sensors on the front of the AGV as shown
in Fig. 2. The three distances (RL,RM,RR) are measured
by the three obstacle sensors. (RL,RM,RR) give sufﬁcient
information in ﬁnding a strategy to be able to avoid the
frontal collision situations. However the observations to
avoid the side collision are not so simple. Having the pre-
conditionsofmotionlessandavoidableobstacles,wehave
a chance to use the obstacle distance measurements of
the near past for scanning the boundaries of the obstacles.
Collecting the previousmeasurementsof the left andright
obstacle sensors and the corresponding positions of the
AGV (measuredby the motionsensorson the wheels), we
can approximate the boundaries of the obstacles by dis-
crete points. We call these points unsafe,o rrisky points.
The distance measured by an obstacle sensor means the
existence of a potential obstacle outside the circle deﬁned
by the position of the sensor and the measured value (see
Fig. 3). Having more measurements and more positions,
we can approximate the boundaries of the obstacles by
the pair point of intersection of these circles (see Fig. 3).
The main idea of the side collision avoidance strategy is
to avoid unsafe points. In order to have observations eas-
ier to be handled,we calculatethe actual maximal left and
right turning angle without side collision (αML,αMR) (see
Fig. 4). These values are normalized to [0,1] by being
divided by π/2[ 9 ] .
4. Forward Control Part
Figure 5 shows the system structure to control AGV.
The controller consists of the forward control part (i.e.,
original fuzzy controller [7]) handling forward move-
ment, and the proposed reverse controller dealing with
reverse movement. These parts output Va and Vd which
are input of the AGV.Va is the required speed of the AGV
and Vd is the required steering degree. VL and VR are de-
termined from the required Va and Vd [8]. When Va is
positive value, AGV runs forward. When Va is negative
value, AGV runs backward. The bigger Va is inputted to
the AGV, the faster the AGV runs. When Vd is positive
value, AGV turns right. When Vd is negative value, AGV
turns left. The higher degree of Vd is given to the AGV,
the bigger the angle of turn.
The input to the two parts is sensed information by
AGV sensor and calculated once after it moved, such as
eV, δ, RL, RM, RR, αML and αMR. Only one input to the
AGV is selected from the outputs of controllers depend-
ing on the situation.
Fig. 3. Unsafe point.
Fig. 4. Maximal right turning angle αMR.
Forward control part (i.e., original fuzzy controller [7])
has four Fuzzy Logic Controllers (FLCs) and each con-
troller outputs each conclusion of (Va,Vd) as shown in
Fig. 5. The FLC has each partially valid strategy to
control the AGV in a particular situation. These four
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Fig. 5. Propose controller.
strategies are “The path tracking and restricted colli-
sion avoidance strategy (FLCP),” “The collision avoid-
ance strategy (FLCC),” “The collision avoidance with left
tendency strategy (FLCCL)”a n d“ The collision avoidance
with right tendency strategy (FLCRC)”[ 7 ] .
Finally, one conclusion of (Va,Vd) is obtained by con-
sidering the output of fuzzy automaton. SP, SC, SCR and
SCL express the similarities between the AGV state and
the prerequisite of each strategy, respectively [7].
4.1. The Path Tracking and Restricted Collision
Avoidance Strategy
The FLCP has the path tracking and restricted colli-
sion avoidance strategy. The main goal of this strategy is
following guide path. And sub-goal is avoiding obstacles
without risking the chance of losing the guide path. The
rules for this strategy for Vd andVa are shown in Table 1.
It may seem that the number of rules is smaller than ordi-
nal. As Fuzzy Rule Interpolation (FRI) technique [3–5] is
used, reasonable conclusions can be obtained from small
number of signiﬁcant rules for this part of the control. Al-
though the rules 1 and 2 in Table 1 do not correspond to
previouswork[7], the rulesin Table 1 hasbeentested and
the AGV can be controlled by these rules adequately.
Table 1. The path tracking and restricted collision avoid-
ance strategy.
  V e  L R R R   M R   ML    MR  d V
1  NL       L  PL
2  PL     L   NL
3  NM Z         L  PL
4  PM Z       L    NL
5  NM PM L  L L   Z 
6  PM NM  L L    L  Z 
7  Z PM L    L  L    NS
8  Z NM   L  L    L  PS
9  Z PM S    S      PL
10 Z NM   S  S      NL
11 Z    Z L S S     NL
12 Z Z S L  S      PL
 
  V e      L R R R   M R   a V
1  Z  Z L L L L 
2  NL PL        Z 
3  PL NL        Z 
4  NL Z        Z 
5  PL Z        Z 
N: negative, P: positive, L: large, M: middle, S: small, Z: zero 
Table 2. The collision avoidance strategy.
gy
  L R   R R M R ML  
MR  
d V  
1   Z  L   NL 
2  Z     L PL 
3   Z  L  S  NVS 
4  Z  L  S PVS 
 
  L R R R M R a V  
1  L L L L 
2     S  S 
N: negative, P: positive, L: large, M: middle, S: small, VS: very small, Z: zero
4.2. The Collision Avoidance Strategy
FLCC has the collision avoidance steering strategy.
The rules for this strategy for Vd and Va are shown in Ta-
ble 2.
4.3. The Collision Avoidance with Left/Right Ten-
dency Strategy
FLCCL and FLCCR have the collision avoidance with
left tendency strategy and the collision avoidance with
right tendency strategy, respectively. These two partially
valid strategies are basically the same as the collision
avoidance strategy, except left or right turning tendencies
in case of no left or right turning difﬁculties. These strate-
gies are needed to aid the ﬁnding of the path after leaving
it (becauseof the obstacles). Their rule basesare the same
as the rule bases of the collision avoidance strategies,e x -
cept this time it has two additional rules. The additional
rules for the left and right tendency to perform the colli-
sion avoidance steering strategy for Vd are shown in Ta-
bles 3 and 4, respectively.
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Table 3. The collision avoidance with left tendency strategy.
  L R   R R   M R   ML
 
MR
 
d V
1-4  … … … … … … 
5      S    Z 
6  L  L  L   NL
Table 4. The collision avoidance with right tendency strategy.
  L R   R R   M R   ML
 
MR
 
d V
1-4  … … … … … … 
5       S  Z 
6   L  L  L  PL
Fig. 6. The result of collision without reverse.
5. Reverse Controller
This controller deals with particular situation when for-
ward control part encountered some unexpected situa-
tions. For example Fig. 6 shows the control result by us-
ing only the forward control part, i.e., the original AGV
controller[7]. In this case, theforward controlpartcannot
handle this situation appropriately (accordingly the AGV
collides with the obstacle) without the modiﬁcation of the
existing fuzzy rules. To avoid such collision, we know
that the AGV should simply go backward (reverse) be-
fore collision. However the reverse behavior is not taken
into account when designing the original fuzzy control.
The rule base only considers forward movement. In or-
der to take such behavior into account, we propose by
simply adding another module for controlling AGV to re-
verse [10–12]. Fig. 7 shows the example of the reverse
behavior where dotted line is trajectory of AGV and the
bold lined square shows the AGV while reversing.
When the AGV falls into crucial situation where the
AGV cannot go forward any more, the reverse controller
commands the AGV to reverse backward from the path.
The crucial situation is deﬁned as RL < 0.05∧αMR < 0.1
or RR <0.05∧αML <0.1a ss h o w ni nFig. 8, respectively.
For example, in Fig. 8(a) the AGV cannot turn left be-
cause RL is very small. On the other hand αMR (the max-
Fig. 7. The result of reverse.
Fig. 8. The crucial situation.
imal right angle without collision) is very small therefore
theAGVcannotturnright. FinallytheAGVhasnochoice
except to reverse and then stir forward to the other direc-
tion.
When the AGV ﬁnds the crucial situation, the AGV re-
versesuntil RL, RR and RM becomehigherthan 0.6, which
is the safe situation without collision risk.
After reversing, the AGV should head towards to the
docking station (goal). Therefore this part needs to have
the essential rule to determine next behavior of the AGV.
After various reversing situations are considered, we then
applied fuzzy inference in which reasonable conclusion
would be obtained from the linguistic rules [2].
5.1. Forward Movement Path After Reverse
After reversing, the AGV can choose the two paths.
One is the left path along the obstacles, and another is
the right path. As shown in Fig. 9,w h e nRL < RR,t h e
AGV would be better to choose the left path because the
AGV is away from guide path for shorter period than by
choosing right path.
Therefore when RL ≤ RR, the controller performs the
left path movement, otherwise the right path movement.
When the left path movement is selected, the following
simple fuzzy rules are used to determine Vd.
IF RL is M thenVd is NL.
IF RL is L thenVd is NM.
When the right path movement is selected, the following
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Fig. 9. Forward movement path after reverse.
Table 5. The left and right path movement fuzzy rule.
 
L R   R R   R  
M L M L M L 
d V   NL NM PL PM     
a V        M   L  
fuzzy rules are used to determineVd.
IF RR is M thenVd is PL.
IF RR is L thenVd is PM.
Va is determined by the following fuzzy rules regardless
of the path direction.
IF R is M thenVa is M.
IF R is L thenVa is L.
RL or RR are substituted for R in the rule depending on
the selected path movement. Va and Vd are derived by
Mamdani calculation [2]. The rules are shown in Table 5.
The fuzzy sets are shown in Fig. 10.W h e nVa andVd is
determined by fuzzy inference, these values are outputted
to the AGV for 1.5 sec to control the AGV going forward
as avoiding obstacles. The control time is determined by
tuning through some trials.
5.2. Adjustment of FRI Rule Basis
Although the AGV can get out of critical situation, it
may not necessarily arrive at the docking point. Fig. 11
shows the control result where the AGV collides with the
obstacle. The AGV is controlled by the original FRI sys-
tem in [7] without reverse strategy.
Figure 12 shows the example by original FRI sys-
tem with the reverse strategy in the same condition as in
Fig. 11. However the left side of AGV collides with the
obstacle after going beyondthe obstacles. This is because
Fig. 10. Fuzzy sets for left and right path movement.
Fig. 11. Frontal collision by original FRI controller.
Fig. 12. Side collision by reverse strategy.
the AGV turns left tightly along the left obstacle, conse-
quently the AGV approaches the left obstacle and then
the AGV collides by the collision avoidance with left ten-
dency strategy (i.e., FLCCL). In the same situation, the
AGV sometimes not only collides with the obstacle but
also loses the guide path. Such problem would also oc-
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Table 6. The collision avoidance with left tendency strat-
egy after reverse.
  L R   R R   M R   ML
 
MR
 
d V
1-5  … … … … … … 
6  L  L  L   NM
Table 7. The collision avoidance with right tendency strat-
egy after reverse. gy
  L R   R R   M R   ML
 
MR
 
d V
1-5  … … … … … … 
6   L  L  L  PM
cur by the collision avoidance with right tendency strat-
egy (i.e., FLCCR). Therefore after moving forward, the
FLCCL and FLCCR in the original FRI system should be
switched over to the reverse FLC (see Fig. 5)a ss h o w ni n
Tables 6 and 7.
Only the consequent parts of the 6th rule are switched
from NL (Negative Large) to NM (Negative Middle) and
fromPL (PositiveLarge)toPM(PositiveMiddle), respec-
tively.
Such modiﬁcation is not easy in ordinal fuzzy con-
troller with complicated fuzzy rule base [2], because we
have to take care of covering the entire input universe of
discourse by the fuzzy sets, i.e., have to know all the de-
tailsofthecontroller. The FLCconstructedbyFRI (Fuzzy
Rule Interpolation) method deals with the complex prob-
lem by using small number of signiﬁcant rules. In this
technique it is not necessary to cover the entire input uni-
verse of discourse [3–5]. Based on this principle, sparse
fuzzy rule base can be created. Therefore we can mod-
ify the signiﬁcant FLCs depending on the situations with-
out considering the full fuzzy rule base construction. The
original forward movement AGV controller using FRI
method is comprehensible and is easy to add new func-
tion modules.
Figure 13 shows the simulation result with the propose
controller in the same condition as in Fig. 12. It is found
that the AGV turns left loosely therefore it can arrive at
the docking point.
6. Simulation Experiments
In order to show the usefulness of the propose con-
troller, simulation results are generated.
6.1. Simulation Experiment 1
The simulation experiment is performed in the condi-
tion where there are one guide path having one curve of
3.0 m radius and two obstacles around the path. The max-
imum speed, width and length of AGV are 1.5 m/s, 1.1 m
and 2.2 m, respectively.
Fig. 13. Reverse strategy by adjusting original FRI.
Fig. 14. Result by Controller A.
Fig. 15. Result by Controller B.
Figure 14 shows the result of AGV control without re-
versecontroller(i.e., ControllerA). The dottedline means
the trajectory of AGV. The end of the trajectory is the
point where AGV collides with obstacle. Fig. 15 shows
the resultby the proposedsystem without thereverseFLC
switching(i.e.,ControllerB).The conditionisthe sameas
the one in Fig. 14. It is found that the AGV reverses just
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Fig. 16. Result by Controller C.
before colliding and the AGV turns left after reversing.
However the right side of the AGV collides to the obsta-
cle and does not arrive at the goal. The Fig. 16 shows
the result of the proposed system with the reverse FLC
switching (i.e., Controller C). It is found that the AGV
turns right loosely after reverse and arrives at the docking
point.
6.2. Simulation Experiment 2
By comparing the control result of Controller A, B and
C, Controller C performed the best. The condition is as
shown in Fig. 17. There are two circlet obstacles around
the path. The centers of the left and the right obstacles
are placed within the each bold lined rectangle randomly.
The Controller A, B and C are tested against 300 condi-
tions. The result is shown in Table 8. The percentage
is calculated by dividing the number of arrival times with
the total numberof trials, whichis 300. It is foundthat the
success rate of Controller C is 75 %, which is obviously
higher than Controller A (52%). On the other hand, the
difference between the arrival percentage of Controller A
and B is not big. This result shows the modiﬁcation of
original FRI rule base could be essential.
The number of reverse is 106 out of 300 trials by Con-
trollers B and C. After reverse, the success rate of arriving
dockingstation is 77% by Controller C, and 29% by Con-
troller B. It is found that the switching of FLC is very
important to make sure that the AGV can lead to a goal
after reversing.
7. Discussion
This paper proposesa method to implement the reverse
behavior of an intelligent vehicle. To construct intelligent
obstacle avoidance, we employed existing Fuzzy Rule In-
terpolation (FRI) controller, which has proven to be ﬂex-
Fig. 17. Experimental condition.
Table 8. Result of simulation Experiment 2.
Controller A  Controller B  Controller C 
Fail Arrive Fail Arrive Fail  Arrive 
145  155 
(52%)  126  174 
(58%) 75  225 
(75%) 
Reverse times 
75  31 
(29%) 24  82 
(77%) 
106 
ible, to enhance the FLC. However, it only considers for-
ward movement. In order not to complicate the design,
weimplementedacomplimentaryprocessingmodule(an-
other FLC) outside the original controller to handle the
reverse behavior. AGV can go beyond the obstacles by
reverse behavior [10–12]. However in many situations
AGV could not arrive at the docking point. In this pa-
per, we presented an enhanced algorithm to improve the
obstacle avoidance tasks. We implemented the intelligent
behavior by switching original FRI controller to a reverse
FLC. Since FLC (Fuzzy Logic Controller) is constructed
by FRI (Fuzzy Rule Interpolation) method dealing with
the complex problem by using small number of signif-
icant rules, we can design the additional function mod-
ule (reversecontroller) so that the signiﬁcant FLCs can be
adapted to the situation.
The reverse behavior of the car-like vehicle is natu-
ral and intelligent. If the autonomous agent can execute
such an intelligent behavior, the variety of the movement
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is broadened and the agent will be authentic and look
smarter. However the former approaches [13–15] in the
obstacle avoidance do not focus on the realization of such
natural behavior. Therefore the reverse behavior is suit-
able to be implemented for most autonomous agents in
computer games and entertainment robots.
OurcontrollercanguidetheAGVtothegoalatahigher
accuracy when compared to earlier controllers by using
reverse behavior for unexpected situations.
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